
Thanks for joining us. I’m Cal Wysocki from Fulcrum Education Solutions. I hope that 
you and your school community are doing well.

Our team has been so proud to work with you all during this crisis and help you make 
sense of the situation as it develops.

It’s also been so great to see so many of you join our Roundtables each week. We 
hope that you’ve found value in having that space to connect with other principals to 
just… process together.

We’ve tried to be really responsive to the big questions and topics that we’ve heard 
from all of our school partners during our individual interactions.

But one big one that we hadn’t quite known what to do with keeps coming up… so 
we’re doing something a little bit different this time.

[Start presentation: S1]

The question that’s on everyone’s mind: WHAT MIGHT SCHOOL LOOK LIKE IN THE 
FALL? More importantly, because…spoiler alert…we don’t know the answer to this 
question, HOW CAN WE START PREPARING GIVEN THE UNCERTAINTY?
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uncertainty?
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Department of Speculation

We’ve all seen the headlines. Opinions are everywhere. But speculation is all we 
have. Will we be in person or won’t we? Will we have staggered starts? How many 
kids can be in a classroom together at one time? How do you keep kindergarteners 
social distant from one another? Are there good things happening with remote 
learning that we should keep doing anyways?

These are all good things to speculate about, but we think there’s a smarter…more 
productive way to speculate. One that will help us make stronger decisions for how 
we actually instruct our students as soon as we do know what school will look like.
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Disclaimer

• We don’t know what school will look like in 
the fall

• We can’t make that decision; frankly, 
neither can you (entirely)

Before we get in any deeper, I want to put a huge disclaimer on this. We do not know 
what school will look like in the fall. And we can’t tell you what it will… or even should 
look like. Neither can you.

Right now, we are all at the mercy of other people’s decisions. And that can feel really 
disorienting and disempowering.

Honestly, I feel like we’re in that scene in Willy Wonka with the strobing lights and 
weird images. It scared me to death when I saw it as a kid. But we know that that ride 
was just temporary – they all came out on the other side just fine even if they didn’t 
quite know where they were or how they got there. And that’s what we want to avoid: 
being completely surprised at where we end up.
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Opportunities

• We have some ideas of what it may look 
like 

• We can consider what each option might 
entail, find commonalities, understand our 
school’s needs and challenges, and 
prepare by imagining the possibilities

We do have some ideas of what school might look like.

Rather than being disoriented and scared at the unknown though, we can start to 
consider what each of these options might entail. What commonalities they all have. 
What our school’s specific needs and challenges are. The pure imagination of it all.

As scary as this time is, there are a lot of opportunities that it can give us for how we 
organize our schools to better educate our kids.

That’s what we want to tap into.
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Supporting the Uncertainty

Re-Entry
PLAN

Consider the
POSSIBILITIES

Untangle more
SPECIFICS

We are here.

We’ll help you 
get here.

So although everything is really muddled right now, we’re asking you to get 
comfortable with that discomfort.

It’s hard to not have any specifics at all, but that’s the space we’re in. We need to 
exist here and just…consider the possibilities. This webinar and our upcoming 
roundtables are designed to help you more comfortably… and productively…. exist in 
this space.

As details emerge, when the district has more guidance, we’ll continue supporting you 
to untangle those specifics so that you do arrive at a strong Re-Entry Plan for your 
school, whatever that needs to look like.

So we don’t have any templates for you. No strategic plan documents. But we do 
have a way to help you look at the tangle that we’re in and start to make sense of 
what it might look like untangled. And that will help you make stronger decisions as 
soon as you do have a template or re-entry plan document from the district.
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Webinar Objectives

• Outline several of the possible re-entry 
school models, their features and likely 
challenges

• Provide a framework for considering the 
instructional implications of various re-entry 
school models

What we’ll do in this webinar is two-fold. We want to lay out several of the possible 
models for what school might look like in the fall. We’ll explore their features, some 
challenges and upsides, and start to articulate what is beyond our control with each 
possible model – the stuff that feels so disorienting to us right now.

We also want to take a look at all of the options through an instruction-first 
perspective. So much of the speculation revolves around the basic operations of 
school – where kids will be, how they get there, what’s physically safest from a public 
health perspective. The speculation is all really short on the actual work of a school: 
teaching our kids. That’s how we’ll look at these options together.

We do hope you feel like you’ve got a golden ticket right now. Though…again, we do 
not have the answers for you. If you’re Charlie, we’re more like Grandpa Joe or the 
Oompa-Loompas helping you make sense of it all along the way. But a couple of 
cautions about that before we jump in.
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Cautions

• Explore the possibilities
• Anticipate the challenges
• Stay focused on what you can control (Note: District 

decisions will likely be heavy on school operations and 
lighter on instruction.)

• Don’t get overly attached to an idea
• Don’t expect clean answers or broadly applicable 

“lessons”

Please do explore the possibilities. This is a world of pure imagination. The 
snozberries taste like snozberries! Try them!

But be cautious and anticipate the challenges before you fall into the chocolate river.

It is going to be very easy to see the barriers in all of this. Acknowledge them and set 
them aside. Stay focused on what you can control in your school. The district will 
likely have a lot to say about operations and much less to say about instruction. 
That’s what’s in your locus of control.

It will also be really easy to get very excited about something. Don’t get overly 
attached. Just because the fizzy lifting drink is there, maybe look up to the ceiling to 
see the giant exhaust fan before drinking it. A lot of the exciting ideas will have hidden 
challenges that we ask you to consider fully before committing yourself too quickly.

And don’t expect a nice, clear moral that applies to every school equally. What you 
take away for your school will likely be very different from what another principal takes 
away for their school. No Oompa-Loompa songs with clean answers.

OK. So now that we’ve stretched this Wonka metaphor to its breaking point, let’s 
actually get into the possible school models.
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Possible Instructional Model Options

All Remote 
Learning

In-Person + RL 
Contingency

Hybrid Model: 
In-Person + RL

Socially 
Distanced 
In-Person

There are four primary models that have appeared most frequently for what school 
might look like in the fall:

·       All remote learning

·       In-Person school with remote learning contingencies

·       A hybrid model with in-person and remote learning components

·       And socially distanced in-person schooling

There may be others. How we start in August/September may change by 
October/November. Some combination of these models may take shape. We don’t 
know. But these are the most likely candidates to start our consideration of the 
possibilities.

We’ll take them one at a time.

[Change slide: S9]
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All Remote Learning

What could this look like?
• Students learn new material 

in an all-virtual setting 
through synchronous and 
asynchronous learning 
activities

• Not what “remote learning” 
may mean now with optional 
participation, review work, 
etc.

All Remote 
Learning

We could be in an all remote learning model.

However, this would need to look different from what remote learning may mean for 

you now, where students are not technically required to participate, where content is 

expected to be mostly review work on things students have already seen.

An all remote learning model would mean that students need to consistently learn 

new material in an all virtual setting. There would need to be both synchronous and 

asynchronous learning activities so that kids can interact with and apart from their 

teachers.
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All Remote Learning

Biggest Challenges:
• Need a way to teach new 

material to students virtually
• Creating consistent space to tend 

to students’ human needs
• Setting and holding expectations 

for learning and engagement
• Getting valid, reliable information 

on student learning
• Balancing synchronous 

expectations for students and 
teachers to accommodate 
home-life demands

Possible Upsides:
• Can leverage lessons from this 

spring
Beyond Our Control:

• Access to technology (*this is NOT 
an instructional problem we can 
solve*)

All Remote 
Learning

The challenges for a model like this are pretty clear.

Although we have the upside of being in a remote learning setting now, the biggest 
challenge will be finding a way to teach students new material virtually to keep the 
pace of the curriculum moving forward.

An all virtual setting also makes it harder to tend to our students’ human needs: 
connections with a caring adult, interactions with other students their own age, coping 
with all of the various challenges they’re facing as they are stuck in their houses apart 
from friends and the safety and certainty of school. It’s also guaranteed that we have 
students who need extra support coping with the loss of a loved one, who do not have 
stable or safe home lives, or who rely on school for meals, social services, basic 
health care. Whatever the human needs are (and all students have them), we’ll need 
a way to tend to them.

Setting and holding expectations for learning and engagement has proven to be tough 
during the spring here, and that will continue to be.

So will gathering valid and reliable information on student learning. We’ll need some 
way to assess our students’ learning so we know how to offer additional support, 
adjust our instruction, or pace the curriculum more appropriately for the setting.

If kids are learning from home that means teachers themselves will have their own 
children at home. Or perhaps other family members that they care for. Our students’ 
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and teachers’ home-life demands will take precedence no matter how carefully we 
control things. We’ll need to figure out a way to balance synchronous expectations, 
when teachers and students are online together, with the very real and unavoidable 
demands of life that happen in the home.

But a big upside is that we do have lessons we have learned (and can continue to 
learn) from this spring. We’re already tried some things and know what has been 
working better and what has not been working as well.

We also still have time to try more things this spring. To use remote learning now as a 
sort of experimental lab to test out things we might want to do more broadly in the fall.

What you yourself cannot control though is your students’ access to technology. 
Solving this problem is more than you can do at the school level. Yes, you can 
distribute technology to families and gather information about technology needs, but 
you cannot procure the technology to distribute. You cannot personally get every 
family in your community reliable, high-speed WiFi. We have to hope and trust that 
our city and school district are tackling this issue, but we simply are not in a position 
to be able to control this. And we’d be doing a disservice to all of the things we can 
control if we try.
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In-Person + RL Contingency

What could this look like?
• Pretty much like previous 

school years in terms of 
instructional model

• Clear RL plans for how to 
proceed if/when school 
needs to move to remote 
again (without pausing 
forward progress in 
curriculum)

In-Person + 
RL 

Contingency

Another possible model is essentially returning to school in-person, as normal, and 

having remote learning contingencies.

In this case, school would pretty much look like it always has. Students in classrooms 

of 24-30 students, moving from room to room, eating lunch together, going to recess 

like always. But this model would also require that we have clear remote learning 

plans for if (…probably better to say when…) school needs to move into a remote 

setting again. The difference between our remote learning plans from this spring 

though would be that our plans would need to make sure we don’t have to pause 

forward progress in the curriculum like we did this year. Learning would need to 

continue forward, just now remotely instead of in-person.

[Change slide: S12]
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In-Person + RL Contingency

In-Person + 
RL 

Contingency

Biggest Challenges:
• Same as for “All Remote Learning”
• Giving sufficient (but not 

extraneous) attention to 
contingency plans to not get 
caught flat-footed

• Quickly activating these systems in 
a matter of days

Possible Upsides:
• Most planning for next year can 

continue “as normal”
• Can get children/families in front of 

us to distribute tech and teach 
them how to use it

Beyond Our Control:
• If/when we go back to RL
• Access to technology

The challenges would very much be the same as with all remote learning because our 

plans would need to move our entire school from in-person to remote.

The new challenges to this model though would be giving sufficient time and 

attention to these contingency plans so we don’t get caught flat-footed, but not an 

overwhelming or extraneous amount that our regular in-person work suffers as a 

result. That’s will be a fine line to walk.

How to quickly activate those systems in a matter of days will also be a challenge. We 

won’t have the luxury of just hitting pause on learning for a few weeks while we work 

to figure it out. Quick activation strategies will be important for seamless transitions.

However, there are some upsides to this model. Planning for next year can mostly 

look like normal since the model relies on full in-person instruction. We could also 

count on having children and families in front of us to get them necessary 

school-supplied tech and teach them how to use it while we’re sitting right there next 

to them.

But we will never be able to control if or when we go back to remote learning. And, 

again, we can’t control access to technology that students have at home beyond 

what tech the district allows us to distribute to kids.
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Hybrid Model

What could this look like?
• Portions of students in the 

building on some alternating 
schedule (A/B days, AM/PM, 
A/B weeks, etc.) to reduce 
number of people in the 
building at once

• Teacher lead synchronous 
learning activities in-person 
and provide students with 
asynchronous learning 
activities to do remotely

Hybrid Model: 
In-Person + RL

A lot of chatter has been happening about some sort of hybrid model where portions 

of our students come into the building on some alternating schedule. Maybe it’s 

every other day, or morning/afternoon. I even read an article recently about taking 

advantage of the virus’s latency period which could allow 4 consecutive days of social 

interaction in every 14 with social distancing for the other 10 days. So maybe it’s 

every other week for students. Who knows how this could looks operationally.

Regardless, it would reduce the number of people in the building at once and would 

give teachers the opportunity to lead all synchronous learning activities in-person 

while students then do asynchronous learning activities remotely.

It’s a fascinating model. But not without its challenges.

[Change slide: S14]
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Hybrid Model

Hybrid Model: 
In-Person + RL

Biggest Challenges:
• Deciding how to use synchronous 

in-person time versus asynchronous time
• Balancing SEL needs during in-person 

time with academic/curricular needs
• Managing teachers’ time so it doesn’t 

feel like teaching twice as much (Note: 
inefficient asynchronous learning 
activities may account for most of the 
feelings of additional time demands)

Possible Upsides:
• Could very efficiently reach students at 

different levels with different needs
• Opportunity to really 

reconsider/reframe teachers’ time and 
“work tasks” to direct it to highest 
impact activities

Beyond Our Control:
• The guidelines for who/how many 

come to school when
• Access to technology

Deciding exactly how to use that synchronous in-person time versus what to have 

students do asynchronously will be a big factor in this being a successful and efficient 

model for learning.

The in person time also would allow us to tend to our students human and 

Social-Emotional learning needs, but we’d need to balance that with the academic 

needs that can and should happen in person as well. There will be a real tension 

there to navigate.

This model could also easily feel like teaching twice as much for teachers. 

Asynchronous learning activities will need to truly be asynchronous so that teachers 

do not feel so stretched between two or more different groups of students at the 

same time.

This could be a very efficient way to reach students at different levels with different 

needs though. How kids are grouped could provide very interesting ways to 

differentiate learning.

This model is also probably the most exciting in terms of reconsidering how we use 

our teachers’ time. We will need to be very strategic to make sure that they are 

engaged in the highest impact teaching activities and minimize other work tasks that 
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are not as fruitful in producing student learning. This could produce some really 

interesting innovations for teaching as a profession.

As exciting as it could be though, we cannot control all of the parameters. We 

wouldn’t be able to dictate how many students come to school when, or necessarily 

even who comes when. Some of those constraints can only be set at the full system 

level because of the ripple effect those decisions have elsewhere in the economy 

with parents’ work schedules and such.
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Socially Distanced In-Person

What could this look like?
• All kids in the building, but 

must be spaced apart 6+ 
feet in classrooms; reduced 
class sizes to accommodate

• Treated like a “Hybrid Model” 
but students engage in RL 
portions while in the school 
building

Socially 
Distanced 
In-Person

Finally, we could have a situation where we need to all be in-person, but in a socially 

distant way.

Desks would need to be spaced apart, class sizes reduced, student movement limited.

Instructionally, this would impact how many kids can be in front of a teacher at any 

given time, so it really can be thought of like the Hybrid Model we just discussed but 

students would engage in the asynchronous remote learning portions while they are 

in the school building.
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Socially Distanced In-Person

Socially 
Distanced 
In-Person

Biggest Challenges:
• Same as “Hybrid Model”
• Getting kids to where they need to 

be in a socially distant way
• Managing student social distancing 
• Encouraging attendance when some 

parents will choose to just not send 
their kids to school (or providing 
alternatives for absent students)

• Scheduling for reduced class sizes 
and corresponding increases in 
staffing needs

Possible Upsides:
• Smaller class sizes
• Huge opportunity for differentiation 

and more individualized support

Beyond Our Control:
• Size of our spaces
• Guidelines for spacing and limits on 

size of student groups

That means the challenges for this model would be similar to the Hybrid Model, and 

add in challenges with getting kids to where they need to be in the building in socially 

distant ways and managing their social distancing.

Some parents in this model may not feel comfortable sending their kids to school. 

Encouraging attendance with strong health and safety protocols will be important as 

will providing alternatives for students who are absent, chronically or day-to-day.

Scheduling will also be a big challenge. More adults would be needed because kids 

will be in more spaces in smaller groups.

But that is a huge opportunity. Smaller class sizes would be the norm. And there are 

some really interesting possibilities for more individualized support and 

differentiation.

The hardest part to now dwell on too much though is the size of our spaces 

themselves. We cannot make classrooms bigger to squeeze 5 more desks in each 

spaced 6 feet or more apart. Just because we have a space that could hold 200 for 

lunch, we may not be able to have more than 50 kids in there at a time. Those will be 

constraints that we just have to work around and are beyond our control in and of 

themselves.
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Possible Instructional Model Options

All Remote 
Learning

In-Person + RL 
Contingency

Hybrid Model: 
In-Person + RL

Socially 
Distanced 
In-Person

So those are the possible models that we’ve seen talked about. Which will it be? We 

have no idea. Could there be another option? Yes, absolutely. But at least seeing 

these four models outlined can help us make some sense of the uncertainty.

We want to take it a step further though and help you prioritize what to be 

considering about and within each of these models so that you can really start to see 

the instructional possibilities inside of each. While we wait for operational guidance, 

there is instructional leadership work to be done.
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Instructional Dimensions to Consider

Tier 1
• Curriculum
• Instruction
• Social/Emotional Support and Learning

Tier 2
• Assessment
• Scheduling/Staffing
• Student Accountability: Attendance and Grading

Tier 3
• Teacher Expectations
• Teacher Support
• Teacher Collaboration and Teams

Students Teachers Leaders Parents

We’ve broken up the various components of instructional models and prioritized 

them into three tiers. These tiers should be considered in order, from tier 1 to tier 3.

Each subsequent tier must align to and fully support the tiers above it. So 

considerations about curriculum, instruction, and social/emotional support and 

learning must influence considerations for assessment, scheduling/staffing, and 

student accountability systems and not the other way around.

Our teacher expectations, teacher support systems, and collaboration and team 

structures need to be supportive of the other two layers – even though it might be 

tempting to give teachers clear answer on these things first.

To untangle the mess and provide a strong instructional model to students, we must 

work from tier 1 down through tier 3 and keeping everything aligned back to our 

vision for student learning.

There are constraints though. There are multiple stakeholders to consider. We do not 

have a completely blank slate to make decisions about tier 1 dimensions in isolation. 

And that’s what the gradient at the bottom represents. These are our lenses to look 

though. These are the perspectives we need to take. How will this affect students? 

What demands is this placing on parents? Do I as the leader have the capacity to 
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manage this? Do teachers have the time to do this as well as that?

Consider these your empathy lenses. Each of these stakeholders is deserving of our 

empathy and full consideration as we consider the possibilities along each of these 

instructional dimensions.

Let’s get in a bit deeper to each tier to understand what exactly we can consider at 

this point.
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Instructional Dimensions to Consider
Students Teachers Leaders Parents

Tier 1
• Curriculum: What content, skills, standards will we 

prioritize to teach our students (considering the 
lost school time from this year)? How do we 
establish and clarify these adjustments?

• Instruction: What methods and practices could 
we use that will be most impactful to engage our 
students in learning?

• Social/Emotional Support and Learning: How do 
we tend to our students’ human needs and their 
non-academic personal development? 

These are the most essential aspects of an instructional model that need to be considered first - and 
then continually considered as you move along to the next tiers. If we allow factors from other tiers 
to supersede these, we run the risk of making decisions that are not in the best interest of student 
learning.

Tier 1 is the most essential aspects of an instructional model that need to be 
considered first and then continually considered as we move along to the next tiers. 
They’ll keep students’ best interest front and center in all subsequent tiers.

·       Curriculum: What content, skills, standards will we prioritize to teach our 
students? We’ve missed a lot of school this year and kids have not had access at all 
of this year’s grade level content. We need to consider how to make the necessary 
adjustments and clarify the ripple effects that this will have on curriculum maps, 
pacing guides, unit plans, next year as well as likely into the next several years to 
account for lost school time this year.

·       Instruction: Regardless of the model, we will need to identify methods and 
practices we can use that we think will be most impactful to engage our students in 
learning. I wish there was a handbook of best practices to follow. But all of the 
instructional models will represent really novel circumstances. In the absence of 
“best” practices, we’ll need to identify the “most promising” practices that we think will 
work best for our school.

·       Social/Emotional Support and Learning: How do we tend to our students’ 
human needs and their non-academic personal development? Our schools are more 
to students than just academic centers. We love them. We care for them. They rely on 
us for a great deal. We will need to continue to play a critical role in their human 
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development and making sure they are taken care of as people.

If these considerations stay in the top tier, we can be confident that we’re doing what’s 
best for students. But each of these dimensions will make asks of teachers, parents, 
and leaders too. Doing “what’s best for kids” doesn’t mean ignoring the other 
stakeholders who will do those things for our kids.
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Instructional Dimensions to Consider
Students Teachers Leaders Parents

• Assessment: What will we do to know what 
students have (and have not yet) learned in a 
valid, reliable way?

• Scheduling/Staffing: Where do adults and 
students need to be when? Who do/can we have 
interacting with students and how do we use 
everyone strategically?

• Student Accountability: Attendance and Grading: 
What ways do we use to promote students’ active 
engagement in their learning, formal or 
otherwise?

Tier 2

Expect to have a lot of “guidance” around these considerations from the district. But these factors 
are NOT the most essential to an instructional model, just the most easily turned into policies. It will 
be up to you to make sense of these factors though and operationalize them in a way that’s 
meaningful for your school, in a way that is grounded in and supportive of your Tier 1 vision for 
student learning. Keep this tier all aligned to Tier 1!

Tier 2 is where we can expect to have a lot of guidance from the district. But just 
because we get guidance around them doesn’t mean we are absolved from making 
decisions about them or that they are the most important. These are simply just the 
easiest things to make policies around. You still need to operationalize them in your 
school. Situated well within your Tier 1 considerations, a district mandate can go from 
a compliance-based task we “have to do” to something supportive of student learning 
that feels natural and obvious for us to do.

·       Take assessment for example. If we ground our answer to this question in what we 
have considered for curriculum and instruction in tier 1, we shift the conversation 
away from tests we “have to give” and form a new relationship with assessments all 
together. There will likely be some district required summative assessments, but that 
has little bearing on what we do on a formative assessment level to gather information 
on what student… and have not yet… learned in a valid, reliable way.

·       For scheduling and staffing, the district might tell us how many kids can be in a 
room at once or how many minutes they need to engage with specific content areas 
or how much prep time teachers need in a day or week. Where adults and students 
need to be when and how we can strategically use our adult staff to interact with our 
students in various ways are all things that we can ground in our larger vision for 
curriculum, instruction, and social/emotional learning.
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·       Same with student accountability. You know there will be grading and attendance 
policies. But these are not the only ways to promote students’ active engagement in 
their learning. Some of those formal policies may be set for us, but how we situate 
them, how we emphasize or message them, the other ways in which we display “soft 
accountability” with our students will matter just as much if not more in keeping kids 
engaged with our instructional model.

Considering these dimensions first, or taking district guidance at face value, is a sure 
fire way to overshadow your actual instructional aims for your students. Schools need 
policies, but schools are more than the policies that make them up.
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Instructional Dimensions to Consider
Students Teachers Leaders Parents

Tier 3
• Teacher Expectations: What do we need all 

teachers to do to ensure the consistent 
implementation of the instructional model?

• Teacher Support: What do we provide teachers to 
develop them as educators, support them with 
new demands, enhance and improve the quality 
of their instructional practice?

• Teacher Collaboration and Teams: How do 
teachers need to interact to promote appropriate 
coordination and collective efforts across the 
school?

This is the “stuff” that will fill a large part of your day to day as the instructional leader of your 
school, but it’s the last layer to consider. Resist jump here too quickly; these should arise logically 
and coherently from strong considerations at Tier 1 and Tier 2 and keep you well aligned to your 
broader goals for student learning.

And last, but not least, are a series of instructional dimensions related to teachers. 
Given our considerations in tiers 1 and 2:

·       What do we need all teachers to do to ensure the consistent implementation of the 
instructional model? These will be the expectations we set for teachers.

·       What do we provide teachers to develop them, support them with new demands, 
enhance and improve the quality of their instructional practice? We need to support 
them – we’ll be asking them to do lots of new stuff. Does accountability fit in here? 
Sure – but again, we don’t fully know what “best” practices are at this point. We don’t 
want to overemphasize accountability over support at this point when we will need 
teachers to be innovative, take risks, be unafraid to try something and fail. How we 
support them matters more than how we evaluate them.

·       And finally, how do we structure teachers’ interactions with each other? What 
teams do we put in place to promote coordination and collective efforts?

It will be easy to try and jump here first or too quickly. This, after all, makes up the 
bulk of your day to day as the instructional leader of your school. But these 
considerations should really arise logically and coherently from strong considerations 
at tiers 1 and 2. You may even need to go back to previous tiers and make some 
amendments or reconsider some things that don’t arise logically or coherently at this 
tier. That’s OK. That’s good. That means you’re looking through all of your empathy 
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lenses and are keeping yourself well align to your broader goals for student learning 
in your school.

[Change slide: S22]



Consider the Possibilities

All Remote 
Learning

In-Person + RL 
Contingency

Hybrid Model: 
In-Person + RL

Socially 
Distanced 
In-Person

Applying this tiered framework to each of the models is the kind of productive work 

we can do now to make sense of the muddled tangle we’re in. In considering the 

possibilities at each tier for all of the models, we will find some commonalities. 

Specifics may start to emerge even before we have any clear answer on what school 

will actually look like in the fall. And even if we don’t have that yet, you’ll at least 

have your thoughts sorted more once we do.

That’s where we will go from here.

[Change slide: S23]
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Consider the Possibilities: Roundtables

“What are the implications of each model 
for my school? What’s my vision for what 
each of these models could look like?”

Week of May 18: Tier 1 considerations
Week of May 25: Tier 2 considerations
Week of June 1:  Tier 3 considerations

• Likely multiple dates/times each week
• Recorded and released for asynchronous 

viewing
We are still 

here.

Over the next three weeks, we’ll take a tier by tier look at the various models. In a 

Roundtable format, well gather principals to share and process together and hear 

perspectives that can help you clarify your school’s needs and the direction you may 

want to take.

Next week, we’ll consider the tier 1 dimensions: curriculum, instruction, and SEL

The following week, we’ll discuss tier 2. And then the week of June 1, we’ll get into 

tier 3. Always keeping in mind the prior tiers so that we’re building a cohesive, 

coordinated vision for these models.

We’ll likely hold multiple Roundtables each week for easier access since these will be 

synchronous events, but we’ll also record and release them for asynchronous viewing 

if you cannot make it.

Again, we’re still in the tangled mess of considering the possibilities at this point.

[Change slide: S24]
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Untangle More Specifics

“What does my school need?”
Dates, format, topics all TBD based on developing 

information

• Commonalities in my Vision Across All 
Models

• Asset-Based Approaches to Maximize 
Existing School Strengths

Now we’re 
here.

Then, in early to mid-June, when hopefully we do have some guidance, we can start 

to untangle more specifics together. Even if we don’t have specific guidance yet, we’ll 

at least be able to get into what your school needs by looking at commonalities in 

your vision across all models and taking an asset-based approach so you maximize 

the strengths that already exist in your school.

More information to come, but we don’t want to sell ourselves down a path too soon 

knowing how quickly things have been changing and developing.

[Change slide: S25]
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Consider/Untangle: Individual Support

• Individual meetings with your Fulcrum 
partner

• On-Going support to understand implications 
of each potential model for your school, 
maximize assets, plan for re-entry, etc. 

• Opt-in summer work, customized:
• Team (ILT focus) development
• Instructional model/vision development 
• Supporting teachers’ curricular adjustments
• Instructional leadership systems

Through all of this though, we’ll continue to work with you on an individual level to 

consider the possibilities and untangle more specifics.

Keep meeting with and working with your specific Fulcrum partner. That’s a key 

component of getting you to a re-entry plan that works for you. We’ll also just be 

adding in these other group experiences to deepen that support.

We do also have optional summer support for schools that we can build, customize, 

and lead with you this summer. That could be around ILT development like we had 

been planning to do, further instructional model of vision development, supporting 

you and your teachers to make the necessary curricular adjustments, refining or 

rebuilding other instructional leadership systems that we’ll continue to support you 

with all next year.

Talk to your Fulcrum partner about summer opportunities and we’ll make sure you 

get what you need.

[Change slide: S26]
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Re-Entry Planning

“How exactly do we do this?”
Dates, format, topics all TBD based on developing 

information

• Formal Re-Entry Planning

We’ll get here; 
we promise.

And finally, when we do have answers and guidance and templates and strategic 

plans to complete, we will have opportunities for us to support you in that formal 

re-entry process. We’ll get there; we promise. We just don’t know what that needs to 

look like yet.

[Change slide: S27]
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Webinar Objectives

• Outline several of the possible re-entry 
school models, their features and likely 
challenges

• Provide a framework for considering the 
instructional implications of various re-entry 
school models

That brings us to the end of our webinar today.

I hope that this has been helpful for you to see possible re-entry models outlined for 

you with their features and challenges. I also hope that the tiered framework that 

emphasizes the instructional implications of each model is a useful way to begin 

considering the possibilities.

It’s OK to be anxious about all of this. It’s hard to exist in this uncertainty. But at this 

point, it’s all we can do. We don’t know how long this uncertainty will last. The 

suspense truly is terrible.

But know that we’re here with you.

[End slide show]

We’re here to support you and listen to you and think with you in whatever ways are 

most helpful to keep your leadership focused where it’s needed most: on instruction.

Please take care and be well and we hope to see you over the coming weeks on our 

Roundtables.
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